
TATJANA CICHON I ENTER THE GRID

Tatjana Cichon is a healer, coach and artist from Germany.
She has studied social science, acting and yoga.  
Tatjana follows her spiritual path and she travels around the world to learn, 
develop and expand her mind and spirit.
During her childhood Tatjana survived serious health issues, near death ex-
periences, as well as a difficult family situation.
These life challenges proved to be a deep learning experience for Tatjana to 
gain understanding and wisdom about the soul-body and mind connection. 
Being a highly sensitive person, Tatjana has been guided by higher spirits 
since her childhood and she is sure that they saved her life.  
Through the years, these higher spirits and her mentors have taught and 
reminded Tatjana about a higher consciousness, eternal and unconditional 
love and the interrelation of the universal laws to daily life. 
She is currently teaching and guiding groups, giving single sessions and is 
also working with healing-voice frequencies.
During her work, Tatjana combines new scientific knowledge, spiritual wis-
dom and medial abilities, to accompany her clients with clarity and com-
passion.
Her main purpose is to support people to consciously step into their own 
creativity and to take responsibility for their own lives. To enter the field of 
creation and to discover their own creative power.
Tatjana’s work is a research of truth.  It is her belief that if we reconnect 
to our source and reconnect our heart –mind correlation, we may first heal 
ourselves and then spread it out naturally, becoming like a vibrant light 
during the process of our own healing.
 
Tatjana lives in Cologne, Germany.

Healing Groupmeditation - Consciousness in the Quantumfield 
Saturday 19.05.2018, 1100 am - 100 pm  20 €

Healing Groupwork-Constellation of the ancestral line  
Sunday  20.05.2018, 1100 am - 100 pm  20 €

Single sessions available, 2 - 3 hours
Sat 19.05./ Sun 20.05./ Mon 21.05.   150 €

LOCATION:
Te Aroha
C/Pere IV 29-31, 7a4o
Barcelona

TATJANA CICHON
Healer  ∞  Artist  ∞  Coach

∞

CONTACT AND REGISTRATION:
Tamar McLeoud Sinclair in Barcelona  
Mail: tamar@tamar.cat


